
Tutelage Educational Resources 

US Geometry Mathematics Scheme of 
Work 

1. Constructions, Proof, and Rigid Motion
Estimated Lesson Time: 3-6 hours 

Aim: Introduce the idea that figures can be created by just using a compass and a straight 
edge. Explore rigid motion transformations through points and line segments. Lay the 
groundwork for constructing mathematical arguments through proof and use precise 
mathematical vocabulary to express relationships. 

● Constructions of Basic Geometric Figures - Construct an equilateral triangle with
only a straight-edge and a compass; Copy a line segment; Construct, bisect, and
copy an angle; Construct a perpendicular bisector; Construct the altitudes and
perpendicular bisectors of sides of triangles

● Angles around a point - Use angle relationships around a point to find missing
measures; Prove angle relationships around a point using geometric statements and
reasons

● Translations, Angles, and Parallel Line Relationships - Describe rigid motions; Use
algebraic rules to translate points and line segments and describe translations on
and off the coordinate plane; Construct parallel lines. Prove the relationship between
corresponding angles; Use this relationship to find missing measures directly and
algebraically; Prove angle relationships in parallel line diagrams

● Reflections and Rotations of Points, Line Segments, and Angles - Perform reflections
and rotations on and off the coordinate plane across axes and other defined lines;
Identify characteristics and an algebraic rule for the reflection/rotation; Describe a
sequence of rigid motions that will map a point, line segment, or angle onto another
figure
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2. Congruence in Two Dimensions

Estimated Lesson Time: 3-6 hours 

Aim: Build on knowledge of rigid motions to establish congruence of two dimensional 
polygons, including triangles. Introduce relationships with parallelograms as a foundation 
for further polygon relationships 

● Introduction to Polygons - Define polygon and identify properties of polygons; Prove
interior and exterior angle relationships in triangles and, by extension, polygons

● Congruence of Two-Dimensional Figures - Determine congruence of two
dimensional figures by translation; Reflect and rotate two dimensional figures on and
off the coordinate plane; Describe single rigid motions, or sequences of rigid motions
that have the same effect on a figureo

● Triangle Congruence - Develop Side Angle Side (SAS), Angle Side Angle (ASA) and
Side Side Side (SSS) congruence criteria; Prove angle relationships using the Side
Angle Side criteria; Prove triangles congruent using Angle, Angle, Side (AAS), and
describe why AAA is not a congruency criteria; Prove and apply that the points on a
perpendicular bisector of a line segment are exactly those equidistant from the
segment's endpoints; Develop the Hypotenuse- Leg (HL) criteria, and describe the
features of a triangle that are necessary to use the HL criteria; Use triangle
congruence criteria, rigid motions, and other properties of lines and angles to prove
congruence between different triangles as well as relationships among angles and
sides in geometric problems;

● Parallelograms - Prove that the opposite sides and opposite angles of a
parallelogram are congruent; Prove theorems about the diagonals of parallelograms
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3. Dilations and Similarity

Estimated Lesson Time: 3-6 hours 

Aim: Contrast rigid motions with dilations, establish the ideas behind similarity. Use 
constructions to reveal the properties of dilations and partition figures into proportional 
sections. Use proportional reasoning to discover additional relationships within and between 
triangles.  

● Dilations off the Coordinate Plane - Define and describe the characteristics of
dilations; Dilate figures using constructions when the center of dilation is not on the
figure; Verify that dilations result in congruent angles and proportional line segments;
Dilate a figure from a point on the figure; Use the properties of dilations with respect
to parallel lines to verify dilations and find the center of dilation; Identify
measurements in dilated figures with the center of dilation on the figure directly and
algebraically

● Dilations on the Coordinate Plane - Dilate a figure on the coordinate plane when the
center of dilation is the origin; Dilate a figure when the center of dilation is not the
origin; Determine center of dilation given the original and dilated figure

● Defining Similarity - Define similarity transformation as the composition of basic rigid
motions and dilations; Prove that all circles are similar; Prove angle-angle criterion for
two triangles to be similar, ans us it’s toshow two triangles are similar; Develop the
side splitter theorem and side-angle-side similarity criteria, and use these in the
solution of problems

● Applications of Similarity - Develop the angle bisector theorem; Use similarity and
congruence theorems in the solution of problems; Solve for measurements involving
right triangles using scale factors and ratios; Solve real-life problems with two
different centers of dilation
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4. Right Triangles and Trigonometry

Estimated Lesson Time: 4-8 hours 

Aim: Develop a deep understanding of right triangles through an introduction to 
trigonometry and the Pythagorean theorem. Build an appreciation for how similarity of 
triangles is the basis for developing the Pythagorean theorem and trigonometric properties. 

● Right Angled Triangle Properties and Side-Length Relationships - Define the parts of
a right triangle; Define and prove the Pythagorean theorem; Solve problems using
the Pythagorean theorem; Define the relationship between side lengths of special
right angled triangles; Add, subtract, multiply and divide radicals; Rationalize the
denominator

● Right Angled Triangle Trigonometry - Calculate the sine, cosine and tangent of
angles in right angled triangles; Derive the relationship between sine and cosine of
complementary angles in right angled triangles; Learn sine and cosine of 0°, 30°, 45°,
60°, and 90°; Learn value of tangent of 0°, 45°, and 90°; Calculate missing sides of a
right angled triangle given the length of one side and measure of one angle

● Applications of Right Triangle Trigonometry - Use inverse trigonometric functions to
calculate angles; Use the tangent ratio of the angle of elevation or depression to
solve real-world problems.

● The Unit Circle - Build the first quadrant of the unit circle using previously defined
angles;  Use the first quadrant of the unit circle to define sine, cosine, and tangent
values outside the first quadrant

● Trigonometric Ratios in Non-Right Triangles - Calculate the area of a triangle using
sin (1/2absinC); Sine rule; Cosine rule
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5. Polygons and Algebraic Relationships

Estimated Lesson Time: 4-8 hours 

Aim: Connect algebra to geometric concepts with polygons through distance on the 
coordinate plane, partitioning line segments, slope criteria for perpendicular and parallel 
lines, area (with composition and decomposition), and perimeter. Use this knowledge to 
describe properties and prove theorems of triangles and parallelograms. 

● Distance on the Coordinate Plane - Use Pythagoras to calculate the distance
between two points on the coordinate plane; Divide a line segment proportionately

● Classify Polygons - Derive the relationship between the slopes of perpendicular and
parallel lines; Algebraically verify midsegment, median, and parallel line relationships
in triangles; Algebraically verify diagonal relationships in quadrilaterals and
parallelograms

● Area and Perimeter On and Off the Coordinate Plane - Calculate and justify the area
and perimeter of polygons, triangles, parallelograms, irregular and composite shapes
off the coordinate plane; Describe how area changes with respect to scale factor;
Use quadratic equations to describe and calculate the area of a shape; Use a system
of inequalities to describe a polygon and so calculate its area and perimeter

6. Three-Dimensional Measurement and Application
Estimated Lesson Time: 4-8 hours 

Aim: Derive, describe, and use formulas for area and circumference of a circle, and volume 
and surface area of three-dimensional figures. In addition, identify two-dimensional shapes 
that when spun around an axis will form a particular three-dimensional figure, and identify 
cross-sections of three-dimensional figures (conics). 
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● Area and Circumference of Circles - Describe the formulae for area and
circumference of circles; Use the formulae to solve simple questions as well as
multi-step problems, involving cost and rates, as well as composite area and
circumference

● Three-Dimensional Concepts and General Volume - Describe the terms point, line,
and plane; Define and classify polyhedrons (specifically prisms and pyramids),
cylinders and cones; Define and calculate the volume of cylinders, prisms, pyramids
and cones. Describe the relationship between general cylinders and general cones
with the same base area; Use the Pythagorean Theorem to find missing
measurements and calculate volume of pyramids, prisms, and compound shapes
composed of pyramids and prisms.

● Cavalieri's Principle, Spheres, and Composite Volume - Describe Cavalieri’s principle
relating equal area cross-sections and volume, and how this relates to the formulas
for volume; Derive the volume of a sphere using Cavalieri’s principle; Identify
cross-sections of pyramids and use the relationships between the cross-sections to
determine the volume of truncated cones and pyramids; Calculate the volume of
compound objects and those with subtracted solid;. Determine how the volume will
be affected by scaling one or more dimensions

● Surface Area, Scaling, and Modeling with Geometry - Use lateral surface area
formulas, surface area and volume to solve problems; Apply density concepts to
surface area and volume problems

7. Circles
Estimated Lesson Time: 3-6 hours 

Aim: Expand knowledge of circles to establish relationships between angle measures in and 
around circles, line segments and lines in and around circles, and portions of circles. 
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● Equations of Circles - Derive the equation of a circle (center origin) using the
Pythagorean Theorem; Write the equation of a given circle, not centered on the
origin and describe its features; Write an equation for a circle by completing the
square

● Circle Theorems - Define a chord to derive the Chord Central Angles Conjecture and
Thales’ Theorem; Describe the relationship between inscribed and central angles in
terms of their intercepted arc; Determine the angle and length relationships between
intersecting chords; Prove properties of angles in a cyclic quadrilateral;  Define and
determine properties of tangents and secants of circles;

● Arc Length, Radians, and Sector Area - Define, describe, and calculate arc length;
Describe the proportional relationship between arc length and the radius of a circle;
Learn to convert between degrees and radians; Calculate the sector area of a circle;
Identify relationships between sector area, arc angle, and radius

8. Probability
Estimated Lesson Time: 2-4 hours 

Aim: Extend understanding of probability to a more formal approach by applying formulas 
and definitions. Students use visual representations of lists, tree diagrams, and Venn 
diagrams to find the probability of events. Formalize the understanding of compound 
probability. Develop an understanding of conditional probability and how to determine 
whether variables are independent. 

● Representations of Probability - Learn probability notation;  Describe the sample
space of an experiment or situation; Represent probabilities using tables, lists, tree
diagrams and Venn diagrams

● Conditional Probability and the Rules of Probability - Determine the probability of
events with and without replacement, using tree diagrams, addition rules for
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mutually exclusive events, and multiplication rules for compound events; Describe 
conditional probability and develop the rule P(B|A)=P(A and B)P(A); Determine 
whether events are independent; Calculate and analyze relative frequencies in 
two-way tables to make statements about the data and determine independence; 
Introduce permutations and combinations 

Estimated Total Time: 26-52 hours 




